REDEVELOPMENT READY COMMUNITIES®
The Redevelopment Ready Communities® (RRC)
program is a state-wide certification program that
supports communities to become development ready
and competitive in today’s economy. It encourages
communities to adopt innovative redevelopment
strategies and efficient processes which build confidence
among businesses and developers. Through the RRC
program, local municipalities receive assistance in
establishing a solid foundation for development to occur
in their communities—making them more attractive for
investments that create places where people want to live,
work and play.
Once engaged in the program, communities commit to
improving their redevelopment readiness by undergoing
a rigorous assessment, and then work to achieve a set
of criteria laid out in the RRC Best Practices. Each
best practice addresses key elements of community
and economic development, setting the standard for
evaluation and the requirements to attain certification.

from the inside out. RRC provides the framework
and benchmarks for communities to strategically and
tactically ask “What can we do differently?” By shifting
the way municipalities approach development, they’re
reinventing the way they do business —making them
more attractive for investments that create places where
talent wants to live, work and visit.
The RRC program also has an advisory council consisting
of public and private sector experts to assist in guiding
the development of the best practices, provide feedback
and recommendations on community assessments, and
consider new opportunities to enhance the program.
In addition to Michigan Economic Development
Corporation (MEDC) assistance, communities receive
comments from multiple perspectives from experts
working in the field, tapping into a broader pool of talent.

The program measures and then certifies communities
that actively tap the vision of local residents and business
owners to shape a plan for their future while also having
the fundamental practices in place to be able to achieve
that vision. The six RRC Best Practices include:
• Plans and public engagement
• Zoning
• Development review
• Boards and commissions
• Economic development strategy
• Redevelopment Ready Sites®

RRC certification formally recognizes communities
for being proactive and business friendly. Certified
communities clearly signal they have effective
development practices such as well-defined development
procedures, a community-supported vision, an open
and predictable review process and compelling sites for
developers to locate their latest projects. Through the
program, MEDC provides evaluation support, expertise
and consultation, training opportunities, and assist
certified communities market their top redevelopment
sites. These packaged sites are primed for new
investment because they are located within a community
that has effective policies, efficient processes and broad
community support.

Through the RRC Best Practices, communities build
deliberate, fair and consistent development processes

For more information email RRC@michigan.org or
contact the MEDC at 888.522.0103.
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